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New phenomena arising when a linear dynamical system is defined on an 
infinite dimensional Banach space, although negligible from an engineering 
standpoint when only a finite time-interval is considered, become crucial when 
the asymptotic (feedback) behavior of the system is of interest. Pathologies 
with respect to the correspondent finite dimensional case are displayed even 
when the operator acting on the state is bounded. 
In particular, although in such case, the classical controllability and ob- 
servability theory admits a natural generalization to infinite dimensions, the 
finite dimensional relationships between controllability and stabilizability 
fails. A few examples are given of systems that are approximately controllable 
and yet are not stabilizable: Moreover, such examples are drawn from a class 
of systems that can never be exactly controllable. The analysis is carried out 
using the perturbation theory of the spectrum. Another new feature of the 
infinite dimensionality of the state space is that even if the spectrum of an 
operator has the max of its real part equal to 0, yet the associated homogeneous 
differential equation may be globally asymptotically stable: Its consequence 
on stabilizability is also examined. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
Within the general area of system theory, recent years have witnessed a 
good deal of research focused on control systems defined on infinite dimen- 
sional Banach spaces. The traditional matrices of the classical theory have 
therefore been replaced by suitable operators and functional analysis methods 
have taken over the linear algebra techniques. The motivation of such a 
research interest stems from the desire to treat, in a mathematically unified 
manner, a variety of physical systems modelled by partial differential equa- 
tions, integro-differential equations, functional differential equations, etc. 
* This paper is based on Chapter 5 of a Ph.D. thesis at the University of Minnesota. 
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Although some aspects of the classical finite dimensional control theory admit 
a satisfactory generalization to infinite dimensional spaces (see, e.g., Lions [8] 
for the quadratic cost problem; Triggiani [II] for the controllability and 
and observability theory with bounded operators, etc.) there are however new 
phenomena that arise due to the infinite dimensionality of the state and/or 
control space. 
The present paper intends to point out some pathologies, to our knowledge 
never observed before, that arise in infinite dimension, when the asymptotic 
behavior of the control system is of interest. They refer to: global asymptotic 
stability, stabilizability and relationship between controllability and stabili- 
zability. 
To this end, it is sufficient to restrict our attention to the class of models 
where the operator acting on the state is bounded (say, integro-differential 
equations; in order to model partial differential equations, such an operator 
would be required to be only closed, linear and the infinitesimal generator of 
a strongly continuous semigroup). Consider therefore the control system 9: 
k=Ax+Bu, U-1) 
where the state space X and the control space U are separable Banach spaces, 
A E 59(X) 2 9(X, X), B E a’( V, X) (9(*, ;) is the Banach space of all 
bounded linear operators * -+ ;). Unless otherwise stated, X will always be 
infinite dimensional. The case deserves special attention when the control 
space U is finite dimensional, say of dimension m, and so is (isometrically 
isomorphic to) Rm. Then 9 will be more conveniently written as gm: 
L+ = Ax + 5 biui , 
i=l 
(1.1’) 
with bi E X, u = [ul ,..., u,], ui scalar. 
The main pathologies presented in the paper are listed below. 
(1) in contrast with the classical finite dimensional theory, the homo- 
geneous system (1.1) (u E 0) may be globally asymptotically stable, even 
though max Re o(A) = 0 (Re u( ) = real part of the spectrum of ( ); if the 
operator is bounded, its spectrum is nonvoid and is a compact set in the 
complex plane). 
(2) as a consequence of part 1, a system may be stabilizable even 
though the spectrum of the operator of the feedback system can never be 
entirely contained in the open left-hand side of the complex plane, but only 
in the closed left-hand side. 
(3) the failure in infinite dimension of the classical theory involving 
he following intimately connected facts: (a) equivalence of controllability 
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and pole allocation through a linear feedback; (b) relationship between 
controllability and stabilizability; (c) equivalence of stabilizability and inclu- 
sion of the “unstable modes” in the controllable subspace. (See Refs. [5] 
and [12].) 
For a recent treatment of sufficient conditions for (weak) stabilizability in 
Hilbert space, see Ref. [9]. 
2. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
If u(t) is a Bochner integrable function [4], the Cauchy problem associated 
to (1.1) has a unique solution given by (to = 0 w.1.o.g.) 
x(t, x0, u) = t+XO + I t eA(t-S’Bu(s) ds, (2.1) 0 
satisfying (1.1) a.e. Here the (bounded) operator eAt is given by 
eAt = 
02 AlyI 
n=. 7- ’ c (2.2) 
with convergence in the operator uniform topology. 
An important fact is that the exponential function (2.2) can also be 
expressed as a contour integral [l, Chapter 4; 10, p. 289; 2, p. 5661 
1 eAt = _ 
s hi +aD 
@(XI - A)-l dh, (2.3) 
where +aD is a positively (i.e., counterclockwise) oriented boundary of any 
bounded Cauchy domain D in the complex plane containing the (compact) 
spectrum o(A) of the operator A. In particular D can be a circle enclosing 
u(A). (2.2) can be derived from (2.3) [2, p. 5681 but (2.3) is much more useful 
when dealing with the problem of global asymptotic stability of the equation 
ji = Ax. In particular the following holds 
ReA<5 
X E o(A) 
implies j! eAt 1) ,( NceCt, t 3 0. (2.4) 
Conversely, 
II eAt II < Ncect, 
RehdL 
t 30, implies 
X E a(A). 
(2.5) 
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So if 5 is the inf of the number for which (2.5) holds, it follows that 
max Re o(A) = 5. 
The following formula is useful [2, 5831. 
lim ln II eAt II 
w-m ___ = max Re a(A). t V-6) 
From the above, we conclude that 
(i) if the spectrum a(A) of the bounded operator A is strictly on the left 
side of the imaginary axis, max Re a(A) < 0, and hence max Re o(A) < -p, 
for some p > 0 since a(A) is compact, then it follows from (2.4) that 
(1 eAt )I < No.Pt, t>o 
and so 
IIeAtl(-0, as t- co. 
(ii) if, however, 
max Re a(A) = 6 > 0 
then, by either (2.5) or (2.6), it follows, arguing by contradiction, that the 
function 11 eAt 11 cannot be bounded for t > 0. Equivalently, the boundedness 
condition: /I e”t 11 < const, t > 0 implies that the spectrum is restricted in the 
left-hand closed plane 
max Re u(A) < 0. 
The above properties (i) and (ii) have important consequences in the study 
of the global asymptotic stability of the homogeneous equation 
R=Ax, (2.7) 
associated to the operator A and the location of its spectrum in the complex 
plane, with respect to the imaginary axis. More precisely, 
(4 If 
max Re u(A) < 0, (2.8) 
it follows from property (i) that the Eq. (2.7) is globally asymptotically 
stable, that is its solution (to = 0) x(t, x0) = eAtx,, goes to zero as t--f CO, for 
each x0 E X: 
II x(t, xJI G ND@ II x0 II , t > 0. 
(b) Conversely, let the Eq. (2.7) be globally asymptotically stable and so 
II eAtxo II- 0, as t-al, for all x0 E X. (2.9) 
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Then: 
(b,) I f  X is Jinite dimensional, it follows that 11 eAt 11 :g NDe-pf, t > 0 
for some p >> 0 with max Re a(A) < -p. Consequently (/ e.4* I/ -+ 0, as 
t-co. 
(b,) If, however, A’ is infinite dimensional, then the function (1 eAt 11 
need not go to zero as t -+ ‘30, as it will be shown in Example 3.1 of Section 3: 
All that follows from (2.9) in this case is that (see below) 
11 eAt I( < const, t 3 0, (2. IO) 
and hence, by property (ii) 
max Re a(A) <. 0. (2.11) 
The equality sign may indeed hold (see Examples 3.1 and 3.3). 
To prove (2.10), notice that (2.9) implies 
(2.12) 
(Go is a constant depending on x0) and this, in turn, by the principle of 
uniform boundedness [4, p. 261 implies the conclusion (2.10). 
(c) Finally, if max Re a(A) := 6 > 0 then there is at least one point 
si in S for which [I eAt.vl 11 is not bounded for t > 0. Otherwise, in fact, by 
the above invoked principle, the function (/ e”’ 11 would be bounded for t .> 0 
and this would contradict property (ii). 
Remark 2.1. Actually, according to the more refined version of the 
principle of uniform boundedness as in Hille and Phillips [4, p. 261, (2.10) is 
implied as soon as (2.9) holds for all x,, belonging to a subset of X of second 
category. In other words, when (2.10) does not hold, e.g., in the case (c) 
the set in S 
is of first category; hence its complement, consisting of all points .ri for which 
(1 eAtSi 1) is not bounded for t > 0, is dense in S [4, p. 81. 
It follows therefore, that even the requirement: 
11 e.4t.r0 11 < Cxo , t >, 0, for x,, in a set of second category in X 
more relaxed for the Eq. (2.7) than global asymptotic stability still implies 
the restrictive consequence (2.11) on the location of the spectrum of A with 
respect to the imaginary axis. 
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To put the present paper in proper perspective and fully realize the analysis 
of the relationship between controllability and stabilizability in Section 5, 
we need to recall the following results from Triggiani [l I]. First, define the 
system 9 in (1.1) to be approximately controllable (exactly controllable) 
on [0, T], 0 < T < co in case: the set of all points in X reachable from an 
arbitrary initial point 3c, E X along a solution curve of (1. I), using, say, 
L,[[O, T], U]-controls, is dense in X (all of X). When X = Rn, the two 
concepts of approximate and exact controllability coincide (since a subspace 
in R* is closed and hence it cannot be dense in Rn unless it is all of Rn) and 
therefore reduce to the classical notion in finite dimension (e.g., Lee and 
Markus [7]). We then have the following. [Ill 
(RI) Let the Banach space X be infinite dimensional and have a basis. 
If the operator B: U -+ X is compact, then (1.1) can never be exactly con- 
trollable, not only on some fixed finite interval [0, T], but even if the final 
instant is left free and possibly dependent on the pair of initial and final 
points. In particular, this holds true for (1.1’) having a finite number of 
scalar controls. 
(R2) (1.1) (resp. (1.1’)) is app roximately controllable in [0, T] if and 
only if 
sp{A”BU, n = 0, I,... > = a%-, 
(resp. @{An&, i = l,..., m; n = 0, I,... } = X). 
Hence, when A ECZ(X), approximate controllability is a property of the 
operators A and B (resp. operator A and the vectors bJ, independent on the 
particular interval [0, T], whose mention will be therefore dropped. 
Examples of approximately controllable systems with bounded operators 
are given in Triggiani [ 1 I]. 
It is clear that the distinction between the two types of controllability in 
infinite dimensional state spaces, approximate and exact, may be ignored 
from an engineering viewpoint. We exclusively refer here to the distinction 
of the two concepts, as stated in their respective definitions, with no reference 
to any possible implications (or lack there of) to other problems. Moreover, 
it was shown in Ref. [ll] that in the physically significant case, when a 
finite dimensional observation equation 
is added to the state equation (1. I), A, E X*, approximate state controllability 
is sufficient to guarantee exact output controllability (when also the hi’s are 
linearly independent). So that, at least in this problem of interest, the impos- 
sibility of achieving exact state controllability as described in (Rl) is not 
crucial and approximate state controllability is a satisfactory substitute. 
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The above considerations apply when the dynamics of the system is 
considered over a$finite time interval. If instead the asymptotic behavior of the 
system is of interest, the lack of exact state controllability may have drama- 
tically undesirable implications. In fact, if the state equation in question 
were indeed exactly controllable (as e.g. in the finite dimensional state space 
case or in some cases in infinite dimensions described in Ref. [l I], a motion 
initiating at any point in the state space would terminate, in an arbitrary 
finite time, exactly at the origin by means of some admissible (&)-control 
and could therefore be kept herein afterwards by setting the identically zero 
control. However, if the state equation can be at most approximately con- 
trollable, the picture considerably changes. In this case, in fact, an arbitrary 
point x0 in X can only be expected to be steered, say on [0, tr]) to a point -2’r 
arbitrarily close to the origin, without hitting the origin. If, as before, one 
sets ur(t) = 0 for t 3 t, , then the behavior of the solution 
x(t, t, ) x1 , Ul) = eA(t--ttq , 
depends, as seen before, on the location of the spectrum of A in the complex 
plane and may blow up. That this last fact may indeed occur is illustrated 
by the next example. 
Let X = Z1, -4 be the bounded but non compact right shift operator 
Ae, = e,+l , {e,}, i = 1, 2 ,..., the standard basis, and b = e, . 
Then Ai-% = ei and the system defined by the pair (d, b) satisfies a 
property stronger than approximate controllability, without being exactly 
controllable. As initial point x0 that is not steerable exactZy to the origin in 
finite time by &-controls, one can take e.g., each of the vectors ei [ 111. Using 
the fact that the matrix representation of ;2 has entry 1 in the diagonal 
immediately below the main diagonal and zero elsewhere, one can solve 
component-wise the initial value problem: 
3i’=Ax, x(0) = x1 = [x11, x12, x13 ,... 1’. 
One finds (T = t - t,): 
eA+x, = [xll, x1% + x1’, xr1?/2! + x1‘% + x13,...lT. 
From here, since x1 f 8, one easily realizes that 
Q.E.D. 
Another example that displays the same behavior will be given in Remark 
5.1. 
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3. GLOBAL ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY AND max Re o(A) = 0 
The homogeneous equation in x = Rn: 2 = Ax, A: n x n matrix, is 
globally asymptotically stable if and only if max Re o(A) < 0. In this case 
we have /I eAt 11 < Ke@, t 3 0 for a suitable constant K (depending on the 
norm in Rn) and max Re a(A) < -8 < 0. 
However, when X is an infinite dimensional Banach space, and A EL%‘(X), 
the asymptotic behavior with respect to the following condition 
max Re a(A) = 0 (3-l) 
changes slightly, as seen in Section 2. The next definition will avoid cumber- 
some expressions and agrees with the standard one in the finite dimensional 
case. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A bounded operator A on a Banach space X is stable 
in case the associated homogeneous equation 2 = 4~ is globally asymptotic- 
ally stable. 
Thus (2.8) is sufficient and (2.11) is necessary for stability of A. There- 
fore the following question arises: Can a bounded linear operator A defined 
on an infinite dimensional Banach space satisfy (3.1) and yet be stable ? 
Since in the finite dimensional case the answer is in the negative sense, it 
might therefore appear somewhat surprising at the first glance that when X 
is infinite dimensional the answer may be in the affirmative sense, as the 
following examples 3.1 and 3.3 show. The reason lies in the fact that the 
spectrum of a matrix consists only of eigenvalues (point spectrum), while for 
a more general operator on a Banach space we may have (3.1) and yet Re /\ < 0 
for all h in the point spectrum 0,(A). Example 3.2 shows instead a nonstable 
operator satisfying (3.1). The examples below will be used in subsequent 
sections. 
E?LAMPLE 3.1. A COMPACT STABLE OPERATOR WHOSE SPECTRUM SASTISFIES 
max Re a(A) = 0. Consider the following diagonal operator, say on II, 
A = diag[--1, -3, -$,...I whose spectrum a(A) is the closure of the diagonal 
elements U(A) = {-l/n, and 0) n = 1, 2,..., as one checks directly. The 
compactness of A follows directly from a standard argument, see also Ref. 
[IO, p. 2781. The points {-l/rz> belong to the point spectrum while the origin 
belongs to the continuous spectrum (the residual spectrum of a diagonal 
operator is always empty). The associate homogeneous differential equation 
r ‘1 ‘2 .3 x , x , x ,... 1’ = diag[-I, -& -3 ,... ] [J?, x2, Z ,... IT. (3.2) 
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(T = transpose) can be solved component wise. We get (to = 0): 
x”(t) = X()~&W, ?z = 1, 2 )..., t > 0, 
and hence 
To prove that (3.2) is globally asymptotically stable, let the initial point x,, 
be arbitrary in E,; hence given E > 0, there is an integer N = N(.?c, , E) such 
that 
Consider now 71 = l,..., N. There is 7’,(q) E), n = I,..., L1:, such that 
(3.4) 
Let T(cr, , c) = max Tn(xO , C) < co where the maximum is taken for 
n = 1, 2,..., N. Hence (3.4) holds for all n = I,..., l\i and all t 3 T(x, , 6). 
Summing up on n yields 
(3.5) 
Therefore (3.3) and (3.5) give 
which proves that x(t, x,,) -+ 8 as t -+ CQ for each initial point x,, in X and 
global asymptotic stability of (3.2) is established. Q.E.D. 
Notice, however, that the (compact) exponential operator eAt on X = I1 
is given by eAt = diag[e@, e- t/2, e-*i3 ,... ] whose norm is lj eAt !j = 1, t 3 0, 
as one checks directly (see also [lo, p. 2781). Therefore, we have here the 
example promised in Section 2; (b4) of an operator d that is stable, that is 
11 eAtq, I/ + 0 as t -+ co, for all +, E X and yet the exponential function (1 eAt 11 
does not go to zero as t + co. This, as remarked in Section 2 is a new 
feature, due to the infinite dimensionality of the state space X. 
The next exampIe presents an integral operator whose spectrum is the 
origin that is not stable. The origin belongs to either the continuous or the 
residual spectrum, according to the choice of the state space X. 
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EXAMPLE 3.2. THE (VOLTFXRA) INTEGRAL OPERATOR, WHOSE SPECTRUM 
IS THE ORIGIN IS NOT STABLE. Let X = L,[O, 11, p 3 1 or X = CIO, l] 
and let V be the (simplest Volterra) integral operator (Vf) (5) = J:~(s) ds, 
f( ) E X. Its spectrum (as for any other Volterra operator) is just the origin: 
u(V) = (0). If X = C[O, I] th e origin is in the residual spectrum; if 
X = .?&,[O, 1] the origin is in the continuous spectrum, as is easy to verify. 
According to (2.4) we have I! evt Jj < N,ect, t > 0, for any E > 0. However, 
one can easily show that V is not stable and in fact 11 eYt 11-j co as t--f co. 
This will be accomplished by showing that [I e”% 11) + CO (or (1 e% [lc -+ CO) 
as t ---f co, where b is the vector in X, corresponding to the unit function on 
[0, I] (and so // 6 &, = /j 6 Ilc = 1). We argue only for X = L,[O, 11. 
Since, for our choice of b, we have (Pb) (6) = .$“/a~! [lo, p. 2911 it follows 
that1 
and hence, for t >, 1, 
Consequently, )( evt (( (2 I( e% 11) goes to 03 as t + oo at least linearly, and so 
Y is not stable. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.1. Notice that the pair (V, 6) in question is approximately 
controllable [l I] on both LJO, I] and C[O, I]. However, the initial vector 
x,, = b is not steerable exactly to the origin in finite time by&-controls, along 
a solution courve of R = P’x + bu [ll]. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. We now show that the compact operator 
A= 
-4 0 0 







1 Norm convergence of (2.2) in C[O, l] always implies pointwise convergence. The 
same holds in our case in L,[O, 11, since the limit of the convergent series X t”P/(n!)s 
is-via Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem-the (unique) norm limit. 
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defined on X = I, and whose spectrum consists of the eigenvalues { - l/2”} 
n = 1, 2,..., and of the origin in the continuous spectrum is stable. In fact 
the solution of the associated equation k = -4.x that is, explicitly 
p 1 -xl 1 = - - - 
2” 2” 
p, 
is as follows (to = 0): 
X’(t, x0) = xo1e-(1/2)t 
( 1 
xyt, x0) = xon + 1 “” 2” 
) 
Xlll e-wmt - 1 _ 2n-l e-w)t, n = 2, 3,.... 
Consequently 
11 x(f, .x0)& < 1 xoi ( e-cl/z)t + f 1 .xon 1 e-(1/2nJt 
n=2 
f i2 1 1 Ti,_, 1 (e-c1:2”)t + e-(1j2)t). (3.6) 
Now, as t -+ CO, each term on the right-hand side goes to zero. Such an 
assertion, for the second and third terms, follows by using the same analysis 
employed in Example 3.1. For instance, observe first that the third term is 
bounded above for t 3 0 by, say, CL, x01 1/2n < 0~). Hence, given E > 0, 
there is an integer N = N(x, , l ) such that 
C / 1 Tine1 / (e-(l/zn)t + e-(1/2)t) < % , t 3 0. (3.7) 
7l>N 
Next for each n, II = 1 ,..., N, there is T,, = Tn(xo , c) such that 
1 xg 
1 - p-1 
(e-(l/2”)t + e-(lP)t) < & , t > T ,  , n = 2, 3,.... 
t > T, (3.8) 
with 
T = T(E, x,,) = max Tn(e, x,), 71 = 2,..., N. 
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From (3.7) and (3.8) we see that the third term on the right-hand side of 
(3.6) is less than E for all t > T. Hence the operator tZ is stable. Q.E.D. 
4. STABILIZABILITY 
We first recall that the autonomous linear system in Rn R = Ax + Bu 
A and B n x 72 and 71 x m (real) matrices, respectively, is called stabilizable 
in case an m x n (real) matrix can be selected so that the matrix F = ,4 + BD 
is stable (max Re a(F) < 0). Hence, by defining a feedback linear control 
u = Dx, the feedback system R = (A + BD) x is globally asymptotically 
stable [12]. The present section is devoted to investigating the stabilizabil- 
ity problem, when the state space X is infinite dimensional. 
Summarizing the results from the previous section on the global asymptotic 
stability of the equation 3i = Fx with F bounded linear operator on the 
infinite dimensional Banach space X, we have seen the following: 
(1) If max Re U(F) < 0, then the equation is globally asymptotically 
stable. 
(2) The equation may be globally asymptotically stable even if 
max Re a(F)=O. 
(3) If max Re U(F) > 0, the equation is not globally asymptotically 
stable. Hence in order to take into account the new feature (2) that arises 
when X is infinite dimensional, we introduce two definitions of stabilizability. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The autonomous linear system Y in (1.1) is 
(i) stabilizable, in case there is an operator D in a(X, U) such that 
the feedback system (U = Dx): ji = (A + BD) x is globally asymptotically 
stable. Stabilizability implies 
max Re u(A + BD) < 0. 
(ii) Strictly stabilizable, in case the operator D above can be chosen 
such that 
max Re u(A + BD) < 0. 
Hence a strictly stabilizable system is stabilizable and we shall give below 
stabilizable systems that are not strictly stabilizable. Of course, the distinction 
between the two definitions does not subsist for X finite dimensional (see (b), 
Section 2). 
In what follows, we shall mainly deal with the one-dimensional control 
system Zr 2 = Ax + bu for which we seek a bounded linear functional d 
in X* to satisfy the above Definition 4.1. 
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We also notice that (bd), in this case, is a bounded linear operator from S 
to the linear manifold in X containing the vector b, defined by (bd) (x) = b(ds). 
A system with 9 satisfying max Re a(A) < 0 is strictly stabilizable just by 
taking D (or d) == 0. Next we give nontrivial examples of stabilizable systems 
PI , that are not strictly stabilizable. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. A STABILIZABLE BUT NOTSTRICTLY STABII.IZ;ZBLE SYSTEM YL. 
Consider the following system 44, on S =: 1, with -Al and h given by 
Then 
(i) A is compact [lo, p. 2861 since CzZ=, l/n2 < co. 
(ii) the spectrum of B consists of the eigenvalues (-1 ‘n), n = 2, 3,..., 
while the origin belongs to the residual spectrum. 
Therefore, the operator -4 satisfies max Re ~(-4) =: 0, but is not stable 
(in fact, the solution of L+ = Ax initiating at points s,, with first coordinate 
different from zero does not tend asymptotically to zero). Hence the null 
functional d = 8 does not stabilize the system. Define then the vector a by 
d = [l, 0, O,...] E ,Y* = I?. So the operator (ba) on I, is represented by an 
infinite matrix whose columns are all zero except the first one which is 
[-I, -1, -$-,...lT and hence the feedback operator of 1, is 
F,- = A + bd = diag[-1, -$, -J ,... 1. 
This is precisely the operator considered in Example 3.1 that was shown to be 
stable on I, . One easily realizes that the same conclusion holds also on I, . 
Hence the system TI in question is indeed stabilizable. On the other hand Yr 
is not strictly stabilizable. This depends on two facts: (a) the operator (brl) 
on X == E, , for every d E X* = Zs , is compact (see below); (b) -4 also is 
compact. As a consequence of (a) and (b), the feedback operator F, = --I f bd 
on 1, , for every d E 1, is compact and hence its spectrum always contains the 
origin. As for assertion (a), it follows either from the general property that 
bounded sets are weakly compact on reflexive Banach spaces [lo, p. 2091 
(hence I/ x, /lB < c implies that (bd) (x,J = b(dx,) has a convergent subse- 
quence) or from the following more direct computations. For any 





- dl - d2 - d3 . 
d1 d2 d3 I 
- I  - -  __ .  
2 2 2 
d1 d2 d3 = [(WA > -- -- _- . 
3 3 3 
with 
Consequently [IO, p. 2861 the operator (bd) is compact on Z, . 
EXAMPLE 4.2. ANOTHER STAFHLIZABLE BUT NOT STRICTLY STABILIZABLE 
SYSTEM LZl, ON A NONREFLEXIVE BANACH SPACE. Consider the following 





0 -; b= 
, 









The operator A is compact, with eigenvalues {-l/2”}, while the origin is in 
the residual spectrum [lo, p. 286, Problem 111. So max Re U(A) = 0 but A 
is not stable (same reason as in Example 4.1), hence the vector d = 8 does not 
stabilize -U; . We now prove that the vector d = [-1, 0, O,...] in X* = 1, 
stabilizes 9r . In fact, the feedback operator on Z1 is 
F,J = A + bt? = diag [ - 1, - g, - $, - $ ,... ] . 
and is stable (as in Example 3.1). 
We now show, though, that 3I is not strictly stabilizable. For an arbitrary 
d = [dl, d2, d3 ,... ] in Z, , 1 dj 1 < Kd, j = 1,2 ,.... The operator bd is given 
by an infinite matrix whose ith row is: 21-f[dl, d2, da,...]. The important fact 
is that bd is compact on II , since [l 1, p. 2781 
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and in addition 
f  Gus 1 = j dj 1 t (&)“-I < k, f  (+)‘-I 
i=n i=n i=n 
so that the left-hand side 4 as n + co, uniformly in j. Consequently the 
operator A + bd, sum of two compact operators, is also compact on I, for 
every d E I” and hence its spectrum always contains the origin and Yr cannot 
be strictly stabilizable. Q.E.D. 
5. CONTROLLABILITY AND STAB~LIZABILITT 
We first recall [12] that the linear autonomous system in Z+: ff = -4.x + Bu 
rl and B, n x n and n x m (real) matrices, respectively, is controllable if and 
only if an m i< n (real) matrix D exists such that the feedback matrix d + BD 
has an arbitrarily preassigned set of eigenvalues (compatible with its reality). 
Here we are interested in a weaker conclusion; namely if the above system is 
controllable, then it is also stabilizable. Since the theory of controllability 
nicely generalizes, as in (R2) Section 2, from the finite to the infinite 
dimensional state space, it is legitimate to ask: does approximate controllability 
of our usual system .Y defined on a Banach space imply its strict stabilizability 
or at least its stabilizability ? The purpose of the present section is to illustrate 
that the answer is in the negative sense. 
First of all, that approximate controllability does not imply strict stabiliza- 
bility (when dim X = CO) was already observed in Triggiani [ 1 l] where some 
counterexamples were also given: They basically refer to approximately 
controllable pairs (A, B j where both operators A and B are compact; hence, 
for every D E g( U, X) the feedback operator .A + BD is always compact 
and so its spectrum contains the origin. 
The next example strengthens the above negative assertion by presenting a 
pair <.-I, b), satisfying a property stronger than approximate controllability 
and yet not stabilizable. (Result (Rl) from Section 2 should be kept in mind). 
EXAMPLE 5.1. A PAIR (A,bj SATISFYING A STRONGER PROPERTY THAN 
APPROXIMATE CONTROLLABILITY AND YET NOT STABILIZABLE. Let X = l,, 
A be the right shift operator .4ej = e,+r , {Q} standard basis i = 1, 2,..., and 
b = e, . Then /l-lb = e. z , i = 1) 2 ,...) and hence the pair (A, 6) satisfies a 
property stronger than approximate controllability 
(e SF{&-lb, i = 1, 2 ,... ] = &J. 
40914912-I 1 
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Yet the pair (A, bj is not stabilizable, i.e., for any choice of a vector d in lz , 
the feedback system: R = rZ + b(&), u = dx, is never globally asymptotically 
stable. This is so for the following reasons: 
(i) The essential spectrum of the operator A is the unit circumference 
[6, p. 244, Problem 5.371 (the spectrum of A is the unit disk). 
(ii) The operator 6d, bd(x) g b(dx) is compact (not only on I, but 
more generally on a reflexive Banach space, where bounded sets are weakly 
compact [IO, p. 2091 (see also Example 4.1). 
(iii) The essential spectrum is stable under (even a much more general 
perturbation than) a compact perturbation bd [6, p. 2441. 
(iv) Hence for all d in I,, the spectrum of the bounded operator 
B + (bd) always contains the unit circumference, and hence (Case c), 
Section 2) the feedback system cannot be globally asymptotically stable. 
Q.E.D. 
An example of a pair (a, 6) which is both approximately controllable and 
strictly stabilizable (in an infinite dimensional Banach space) follows next. 
EXAILZPLE 5.2. A PAIR (A, 6) WHICH IS BOTH APPROXIMATELY CON- 
TROLLABLE AND STRICTLY STABILIZABLE. Let 
x = JG![% PI, --co<or</3<m 
and define on X the bounded (self-adjoint) multiplication operator 
W) (4) q = U(O f( ) EuT PI* 
By choosing as vector 6 in X the unit function on [ar, /3], b(e) = I on [a, /I], 
we easily see that 
QW (0 = P, n = 0, l,..., o( < 4 ,( /z?. 
Since the sequence 1, 4, t2 ,..., is complete in LJol, /I] [3, p. 551 we see that 
(A, 6) is approximately controllable. 
Moreover, the spectrum of the above multiplication operator is the range 
of the multiplication factor; i.e., a(A) is the interval [cu, /3] [3, p. 1591. Hence 
when /3 < 0, the pair (A, 6) is also strictly stabilizable. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. ANOTHER APPROXIMATELY CONTROLLABLEPAIR (A,b) THAT 
YET IS NOT STABILIZABLE. Let X, A and 6 be as in Example 5.2 above. 
Notice that the essential spectrum of A coincides with its spectrum [6, 
p. 244, Problem 5.371 and so is the interval [a, j3]. The operator bd, for all 
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d E&[LY, /3], is compact and hence the spectrum of d + bd always contains 
the interval [OI, /3] for all d E X (as in Example 5.1). Hence, if 01 > 0, (A, b> 
is not stabilizable. Q.E.D. 
In connection with the above Example 5.3 we make the following remark. 
Remark 5.1. Notice that 
is precisely (&tf) (E) (Footnote 1). For any .f( ) ~&[a, p], we then have 




B ez” \ f(.$)l’ d[ 3 e2ktf 11f\ii . 
a 
Consequently, with OL > 0 andf f  0, it follows that ij eAtffli --f cc as t + <XI. 
We then have here another example, in addition to the one given at the end 
of Section 2, of a pair (tz, b) that 
(i) is approximately controllable, 
(ii) yet, if the initial point x,, cannot be steered in finite time exactly 
to the origin byL,-controls and therefore it can be steered on some prefixed 
interval [0, tl] only to a point x1 arbitrarily close to the origin, setting the 
zero control afterwards makes the response eA(f-tl)bvl blow up with time. As 
such a point .x0 one can take, in our example, e.g., any of the functions 
(-Pb) (5) = p, 11 = 0, l)... [ll]. 
Remark 5.2. The right shift operator in Example 5.1 and the multi- 
plication operator in Examples 5.2 and 5.3 are more closely related that it 
appears at a first glance. In fact, the complex space ZZ is unitarily mapped 
onto the Hardy space Hz of all analytic functions .f(~) = x cizi for which 
z 1 ci I2 < oo by associating to each vector s = x Niei in lZ the function 
f&i) = c XiZi, i = 0, l,... in H, holomorphic on the open unit disk. Under 
this mapping, the right shift operator goes over into the operator of multi- 
plication by the complex variable Z. For more details see [14, p. 403; 13, 
p. 2431. Also notice the following. As in Example 5.1, let JI be the right shift 
operator. Then A can be represented, with respect to the standard basis (e,}, 
by the infinite matrix, whose entries are: l’s on the diagonal just below the 
main diagonal and zero elsewhere. Let now A, be the n x n matrix obtained 
from /Z by taking the intersection of the first lz rows and n columns. Similarly, 
for any vector v  in 1, let z’, be the n-vector consisting of the first 12 coordinates 
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of v. Observe that (Aiv), = Anivn , i = 0, l,...; ti = 1, 2 ,.... Take now 
b= e, , then the matrix [bn , A,b, ,..., AE-‘b,J is the unit matrix (n x n). 
Therefore, the finite pair (A, , b,) is controllable, in particular stabilizable 
[12] for each n; yet, as shown in Example 5.1 above, the approximately 
controllable infinite pair (A, b) is not stabilizable. Also, according to a 
result of [13, p. 2441 we can choose a vector w = [wl, w2, w3,...] in I, such that: 
(i) ${A”w} is not all of I,, i.e., (R2 in Section 2) the pair (A, w) is 
not approximately controllable; 
(ii) w1 # 0. 
(Actually, Beurling does not express his results directly in terms of and the 
right shift operator, but in terms of the related Hardy functions and the 
operator of multiplication by z, as explained above; i.e., f(0) # 0 is not 
sufficient for Sp{z”f(x)} to be all of H2.) Yet 
det[wo, , (Aw), ,..., (AnP1w),] = det[w, , A,w, ,..., AZ-‘w,] 
= (WI)” # 0 
for all 71, so the finite pairs (A,, , w,) are all controllable. These last considera- 
tions should discourage any “engineering practice” of deducing properties 
for infinite dimensional systems by simply studying the corresponding 
properties for a sequence of “more or less intuitively associated” finite 
dimensional ones of increasing order. 
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